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Located on the campus of Newcomb College, this food service building is designed to feed girl residents of the college.

There are two serving lines to accommodate capacity loads with seating for 656 students and with provisions for future expansion of 256 additional seats.

The construction is of concrete and masonry. Contract price was $332,750.00. Cost per square foot, not including kitchen equipment, was approximately $16.60.

This building was chosen for an honor award by the Institutions Magazine in its annual food service contest.
THE OLD ABSINTHE HOUSE
A RESTORATION

Located at the corner of Bourbon and Bienville Streets, in the heart of the Vieux Carre, this historic building was in desperate need of rehabilitation, both structurally and esthetically when the Owners and the Lessees decided to take definite steps to save the building in 1956. Several schemes, each involving a slightly different use of the building, were considered. Finally, the present arrangement evolved with the First Floor consisting of two large rooms (Bar and Lounge), two Patios (one on Bourbon Street, the other on Bienville Street) and a Service Bar and Kitchen; the Second Floor consisting of a large room for Private Parties which opens through French doors to a gallery overlooking the Bienville Street Patio, a service bar and serving room and public restroom facilities.

Considerable research was required to separate the original work from later additions made from time to time. In making the alterations and additions necessary to suit the requirements of its occupants, care was taken to retain the architectural integrity of the original building. This restoration won the 1959 Restoration Award presented by the Vieux Carre Commission.

The building is owned by the Esteve family of Spain and is leased by the Brennan family who also operate Brennan's French Restaurant. Architects for the project were Bernard and Bernard; Structural Engineers, Joseph A. Miller and Associates; Mechanical Engineers, A. R. Salzer and Associates; Electrical Engineers, Schroeder and Associates. The General Contractor for the project was Chris Larsen Company; the Decorator was Charles R. Gresham.
HOLY REDEEMER COLLEGE
LACOMBRE, LA.

A MINOR SEMINARY FOR THE REDEMPTORIST FATHERS

RICHARD KOCH & SAMUEL WILSON JR.
Architects
PLANTATION NURSING HOME

CHEF MENTEUR ELEVATION

SEIFERTH AND GILBERT
ARCHITECTS
NEW ORLEANS
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WEST WING CORRIDOR

A new building type has experienced broad expansion throughout our country in the past year, the Nursing Home. Now, because heretofore only Victorian mansions were converted to accommodate the elderly with little thought given to a home being designed specifically for this purpose. New government is sponsoring, through federal aid, construction and remodeling nursing homes.

The Plantation Nursing Home of New Orleans is located on Chef Menteur Highway and is a remodeling project. The Nursing Home was purchased by a private corporation from the former owners who operated the building as the Plantation Motel. It was originally thought to obtain financial assistance from the government. However, private citizens of New Orleans formed a corporation acquiring through the sale of bonds enough capital to proceed with the extensive renovation work necessary to convert the building from a motel to a Nursing Home. This united effort by private citizens is an example of the progress New Orleans is making in its development as a progressive city.

The motel complex, located at 7300 Chef Menteur Highway, consisted of three long motel room buildings forming a quadrangle with a 2-story building containing an office, small second story rooms, coffee shop and kitchen at the Chef Menteur end of the West Wing building. The initial planning was directed at entirely enclosing all the open covered walks and carports to form a continuous corridor around the quadrangle. It was necessary also to raise the floor level of this corridor removing the steps which existed at each motel room door.

Concrete slab was poured at the same elevation as room floor level which eliminated the difference in elevation hazardous to elderly people. The quadrangle was completed by the design and erection of a new recreation building and connecting corridor. This recreation building was designed in the same style as that employed for the original building. Old brick exterior walls and stucco columns forms a pleasant portico overlooking Chef Menteur Highway. This has become a very popular spot for the rocking chair environs.

Large porch areas at the rear of the East and West Wing Buildings were enclosed to form required Nurses Stations, sanitary facilities, bed pan sterilization room, central supply areas, pharmacies and other requirements completing the physical plant. Beyond the South Wing Building facing the old Gentilly Highway is the Laundry Building which has been completely converted and restored for operation. All laundry for the Nursing Home can be handled on the premises.

The two story building has been converted to the administration section of the Nursing Home providing Waiting Rooms, Consultation Rooms, Private Offices for meetings with patients and their physicians or attorneys and laboratory facilities on the second floor, combined with residential areas for the resident nurses and director. In the former coffee shop and kitchen a complete transformation has taken place. The Coffee Shop has been air conditioned and converted to a cafeteria type service. The modern kitchen now serves 100 meals at each service.

The seating capacity of the dining room is 40. Two meal sittings are served when necessary; for those patients who prefer, service is available in their own rooms.

A former motel room located at the Chef Menteur end of the East Wing building has been remodeled to a Chapel which offers the patients services which a non-denominational for non-Catholics and one Catholic mass on Sunday morning.

For the convenience of visiting great grandchildren the swimming pool has been left in its former condition and forms on ideal source of entertainment for these younger people who are normally bored on a visit when accompanied by their parents.

The entire grounds have been landscaped in the summer of this year. Palm planted impart a tropical air to the front courtyard. During the spring of this year the Plantation Nursing Home Board has projected to improve the quadrangle into a landscaped garden area where the patients can sit in the open in secluded spots or if they prefer take active part in gardening through the furnishing of small plot areas to those patients who show interest in this form of therapy.

It is a rewarding experience to visit this Nursing Home which is one of the many Louisiana State Nursing Homes rated A-1 by the Louisiana Hospital Board. Louisiana should be justly proud of the accomplishments of the Plantation Nursing Home Board.
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BEFORE YOU DRAW THE PLAN . . . CHECK THE TITLE TO THE LAND

Furnishing Evidence of Good Title for Prospective Owners and Their Lenders Is Our Business. Often Title Insurance Is Required. Our Service Is Fast and a Consultation Costs You Nothing. To Be Sure, On Your Next Project, Call . . .

DUTEL TITLE AGENCY, INC.
— Representing —
KANSAS CITY TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
823 Perdido Street  New Orleans 12, Louisiana  Phone 523-1991
The Unisphere, theme center of the New York 1964-1965 World's Fair, expresses its basic purpose of "Peace Through Understanding." The exposition keynote, a contribution of the United States Steel Corporation, will reach 13 stories above ground when completed. More than 1,500 construction problems were solved before engineers made the finished model possible.

NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR—A PREVIEW

Construction on the New York World's Fair, scheduled to open in 1964, is gradually gaining momentum, despite the fact that foreign exhibitors particularly seem inclined toward procrastination. Repeated warnings, however, on the part of the Fair authorities that delay might be costly, leading to congestion and high labor and material costs (Continued on following page)

General Motors has begun construction of this "suspended" building with a 10-story canopy above its entrance and covering nearly three acres of GM's seven-acre site at the New York World's Fair of 1964-1965. The structure will house a global GM Futurama exhibit including a ride which will carry 70,000 World's Fair visitors per day on a worldwide adventure into man's potential for future progress. Designed by the GM Styling Staff, the 240,000 square foot building will be 875 feet long and 200 feet wide. It will terminate in a 250-foot-in-diameter domed product pavilion topped by a time-temperature indicator eight stories above the ground.
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR
(Continued from page 3)

in the six months before the Fair opens, seems to have done the trick. Still another way of speeding things up is the Fair Corporation's policy of issuing building permits for foundations prior to completion of the rest of the design.

At any rate, exhibitor construction has been expanding rapidly. Many foundations are well advanced, and more and more plans and designs of exhibits are being submitted for approval. Many complex problems are being raised because of novel building concepts, advanced use of materials and new technological developments. These problems are being solved and approvals are being processed as quickly as possible. Matters involving safety are being conservatively administered; but the Fair is giving fullest scope to the most imaginative architectural concepts.

General Motors impressive exhibit was one of the first to start, and construction is now well underway. Gas, Inc., General Electric, the Bell System and Ford followed closely behind. Eastman Kodak, Travelers, International Business Machines and the State of New York are also being built. Piles are being driven for the Port Authority Heliport. Many outstanding architects, engineers and contractors are already engaged in this work.

Symbol of the New York World's Fair will be the Unisphere, which expresses its basic purpose of "Peace Through Understanding." A contribution of U.S. Steel, it will rise 140 feet above a 310 foot reflecting pool, with its land masses supported on an open grid of latitudes and longitudes. More than 1500 construction problems were solved before...

The Pavilion of the Sudan will be a contemporary mosque of reinforced concrete, one of the features being that the second floor is enclosed in a teak lattice of Islamic design within which are sliding glass panels for the lighting of displays of national products. There is a theatre and restaurant for refreshments in the rear wing of the building, covered by hanging gardens for the protection of the public. Noel and Miller, Architects.

the engineers made the finished model possible. When constructed, the Unisphere will appear graceful yet grand, light yet massive, solid yet transparent.

Meanwhile, construction of the principal basic utilities for the main part of the exposition area has been completed, including the 4160-volt electric distribution system, water mains, gas mains, storm and sanitary sewers, and communications conduit. Exhibitors now constructing their pavilions are receiving on-site utilities services.

The first of the four large parking fields has been completed. A contract has been let for the Press and Communications Building. The up-to-date plan will provide television broadcasting of press conferences and other major events.

Work continues on the pedestrian overpass and the entrance building. These will handle, from the Long Island Railroad, and the Rapid Transit System, about 51% of all the visitors to the Fair at a capacity of 45,000 per hour. Ticket booths and turnstiles will be placed on a widened portion of the deck, leading downward to the Fair by an inclined central ramp. A broad plaza at the upper level on each side will provide room for a European-style sidewalk cafe.

Work is also underway on grading and reshaping the edges of Meadow Lake to provide an attractive background for water shows and other events. Other construction contracts and design activities are continuing on schedule including important work on lighting, which will feature the most advanced tech-

(Continued on following page)
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(Continued from page 5)

niques, and on the final embellishments of the Fair­
grounds.

General plans for television in the Fairgrounds
have been completed. Conduits have been built
throughout the site. Coaxial cable, microwave and
other Bell System facilities will be provided between
all principal areas of the air. Major exhibitors have
made more elaborate plans for their own use. Ex­
hibitors requiring television service will have access
to the necessary cable connections across the back
of other exhibitor lots, so that television broadcasts
can be provided from most points in the Fair.

It has taken about one-half million yards of fill
to fill Flushing River channel (which was rerouted
underground by conduits) and to build up the low
areas for the parking field and the Kissena Corridor
Park Arboretum.

Activities of the Fair Corporation and other
agencies involved are making the entire area a
beehive. There has been positive assistance from
leaders of principal construction trade unions. Arch­
itects, engineers and contractors are enthusiastically
participating in the overall effort. The complex job
of building the Fair is well underway.

The Marble Wat of Bangkok fame will be reconstruc­
ted in the proposed Thailand Pavilion at the New York 1964-1965
World’s Fair. The original Wat is dedicated to the Buddhist
religion and culture and is a landmark seen by thousands
of visitors to Thailand’s capital.

Rendering of the Hong Kong Pavilion, designed by Eldredge
Snyder, architect, and Richard K. Webel, landscape archi­
tect, in consultation with Dong Kingman, well known inter­
national painter. Visitors will enter the Pavilion through a
high Chinese red lacqured gate.
A n important part of your future is being shaped right now by a man you probably don't even know.

Sitting over a drafting board in his office near you, he embodies a unique combination of talents. Part artist, part engineer, professional counselor, and businessman, he is the architect — the man who is re-shaping America on a scale never before undertaken in this or any other nation's history.

In every era of American history, one profession has tended to dominate the course of public life. When the Pilgrims landed, it was the ministry which gave the early settlers the spiritual strength and courage they needed to conquer nature, disease, and hostile natives. Later, when the settlements grew into colonies, the lawyers established the political and judicial structure through which our nation took form. Still later, it was the financier who developed the nation's industry, transportation, and far-flung communications systems.

Today, in mid-twentieth-century America, a clear case can be made that we have moved into the age is the single biggest industry in the country today—bigger than farming, bigger than automobile production, bigger, even than defense. And, within the next 40 years, economists predict conservatively that we will have to duplicate every single building in the United States — in effect, build a second America — to house a population which will nearly double in that time.

Perhaps the simplest possible description of architecture is that it is the professional use of space. More accurately, it is the design of various kinds of spaces. For example, the arrangement of spaces inside a well-designed house keeps children from running across the living spaces of adults. Noisy living spaces are separated from quiet sleeping spaces. In a school, well-planned spaces provide the best education for the tax dollar. The spaces inside a good business building aid production efficiency by keeping the product or key document moving in a straight work-flow line.

Architecture is also the design of outside spaces; the way a house is situated on a lot to let in light without unwanted heat and glare, and provide privacy from the neighbors. It is also the way these spaces are related to each other to form a neighborhood and the way neighborhoods are related to form a community. The spaces between spaces are important, too; good planning enhances property values by providing an easy link between the house and store without jamming them together to the detriment of both.

The planning of spaces and their relationship to each other is the social purpose of architecture, the meaning of the word "function" in design. The way the spaces are enclosed and supported is the engineering part of architecture, the provision of structure. To meet the third qualification for architecture, the space arrangements and enclosure should produce the effect we call beauty.

These criteria directly parallel the definition of architecture given nearly 2,000 years ago by the ancient Roman, Vitruvius. His words, as paraphrased in about 1600 by an Englishman, Sir Henry Wotton, were: "Well building hath three conditions — commodity, firmness, and delight." The fundamentals are unchanged — function (commodity), structure (firmness), and beauty (delight).

But the scale on which the architect must think and plan has changed greatly. In pioneer America the rush westward and the handiwork of the semi-skilled carpenter created a psychology of expediency in building from which we are just beginning to recover. Today, as a spokesman for The American Institute of Architects put it: "We are just beginning to dig our way, literally, out of jumbles of bad buildings imitating past European cultures, to clear jerry-built slum neighborhoods, and to rearrange gridiron roadway systems originally planned as if the movement of cars, and not the needs of people, (Continued on following page)
THE AGE OF THE ARCHITECT
(Continued from page 7)

was the important consideration in planning.

Today, then, architecture is no longer just a single building, but complexes of buildings, designs of neighborhoods, and the planning and redevelopment of whole communities. The nature of the client, too, has changed. Where once it was traditionally a single person, today it is often a board, as with a school or corporation; a committee, as in a church; or even a syndicate, which might involve a combination of developer, banker, or group of investors.

What kind of man is it who is equipped to meet this big design challenge and how many of him are available to do the job? To answer the second question first, there are approximately 11,000 architectural firms practicing in the nation today. In size, they range from one or two persons to hundreds, and an office may include planners, designers, production experts, specification writers, draftsmen, job captains, inspectors, and others. In addition, architects hire as employees or engage as consultants many technical specialists — such as structural and mechanical engineers — who are paid from architectural fees.

Architectural design — whether it involves a house, a school, bank, or any normal type of structure — generally falls in four stages. The first or "schematic" design stage involves consultations with the client. He must state what is to happen in the building. How many people will do it and how will it be done? What result is expected?

From this accumulation of data develops the preliminary drawings. In this second stage, drawings are prepared to show the general plan and how it fits the site. Recommendations are made to the client on construction methods, use of materials, and mechanical systems and equipment. An estimate of cost and outline of building specifications are prepared. After the client approves this, the third or "construction documents" phase begins.

Detailed working drawings are made to illustrate all essential architectural, structural, and mechanical work. These drawings, together with others showing interior space arrangements, building elevations, cross-sections, and details, are accompanied by a book of specifications outlining the materials to be used and the required levels of craftsmanship. The fourth phase is the construction itself. The architect directs tests of the quality of materials, checks contractors' shop drawings, and inspects the work as it goes on. He keeps the client informed on progress, checks costs, and approves contractors' applications for payment. When satisfied that the job is done, the architect certifies to that effect.

In large-scale community design projects, of course, the architect, and sometimes teams of architects, work closely with city planners, sociologists, and many types of construction specialists. On this level, both private and public money and interests are involved. But, in the final analysis, the end product is still design — the product of the designer and one of the prime needs of the mid-twentieth century — the age of the architect.

NOVITIATE FOR THE SISTERS OF CHARITY

The age-old purposes of religious life—prayer, study and contemplation—are being served by twentieth century architectural design and building methods in the New Sisters of Charity novitiate at Seton Hall College, Greensburg, Pa.

The three inter-connected buildings of the Novitiate—Chapel, Dormitory and Classroom—blend a traditional façade of random shlar stone masonry with a modern framework of concrete and steel.

By taking advantage of a sloping site, the design firm of Celli-Flynn, McKeesport, Pa., welded the three-story dormitory, the two-classroom and the single-level chapel into a single unit with complete facilities for 120 Novices. The second floor of the classroom is cantilevered as are the second and third stories of the dormitory.
CULLEN CENTER
IT'S BIG - EVEN BY TEXAS STANDARDS

First two buildings of Houston, Texas' dramatic Cullen Center, which utilizes entirely new architectural planning concepts, near completion. Designed by Welton Becket and Associates, the Hotel America (left) and the 500 Jefferson office building have lobbies and shops on the second level, parking underground, and surface vehicular traffic is bridged by second-level, air-conditioned pedestrian concourses.

Along and revealing look into the possible future of the downtown areas of many American cities is being provided in Houston, Texas, where the first two buildings that will comprise the $100 million Cullen Center are nearing completion.

One of the largest privately financed downtown projects ever planned for an American city, the unique development—which will cover six city blocks—is big even by Texas standards. Master planned and designed by architects Welton Becket and Associates on an entirely new concept, the complex will include three high-rise office buildings, a major hotel, two high-rise apartment buildings and necessary parking and public facilities on a 12-acre site.

First two units of the huge project, the 21-story 500 Jefferson Building and the 12-story Hotel America, are nearing the completion point in construction; with the first tenants scheduled to move into the 500 Jefferson Building on December 1, 1962 and Hotel America scheduled to open on April 15, 1963, according to Gerald E. Veltmann, president of Cullen Center Incorporated, which is developing the property.

"Cullen Center represents a marked departure from the traditional American downtown scene," Veltmann explained, "in that it centers around a planning concept with four separate levels: subsurface, used for parking and mechanical equipment; surface, used for parking, entrance lobbies and service entrances; second-level, used for pedestrian-oriented facilities such as main lobbies, shops, displays, galleries, lounges and restaurants; and the space above, into which will rise the various towers containing hotel rooms and offices." Buildings are being joined at the second level by air-conditioned pedestrian bridges, which will provide complete separation of pedestrians and vehicular traffic.

Key to the development is the master plan prepared by Becket, which treats the entire area as one unit. "Our plans call for each building to have an (Continued on following page)
individual identity while maintaining a unity of design for the Center as a whole," architect Welton Becket, F.A.I.A., stated. "The structures will be aesthetically related through use of a common material—concrete—in a variety of forms; physically related by the second-level pedestrian bridges; and visually related around open plaza areas and a common exposed aggregate sidewalk."

The project that is transforming America's sixth largest city is named after the late Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Cullen, world-famous Houston philanthropists.

"Over the years, the senior Cullens gave generously to the University of Houston and Houston hospitals and made countless other benefactions," Veltmann said. "It is fitting that their names should be immortalized in a development which will be of immeasurable benefit to the development of Houston as one of the world's finest cities."

Veltmann himself took a leave of absence from a busy Houston law practice to head the development.

One of the basic design concepts of the center, the inviting open areas, has been extended beyond even the six-block site. Since the Becket firm is also the architects for the 44-story Humble Oil Refining Company home office building rising on an adjacent site, continuity of design has been extended to the Humble building with its own spacious landscaped plaza.

The Center has already spurred further development of downtown Houston. The city, no laggard at present in the growth department (its population rise brought it from America's twenty-first largest in 1940 to sixth today) expects even greater growth with the completion of Cullen Center. Several other major new office buildings, another high-rise hotel and a major professional building near Cullen Center are contributing to the "new skyline."

Perhaps most important, the Cullen Center project is clearly demonstrating that privately financed urban redevelopment projects are definitely feasible. Cullen Center is located in the southwest portion of Houston's Central Business District, directly in the path of the major downtown real estate development, and at the crossroads of Houston's major loop freeways.

"The entire Cullen Center area will become a pleasantly landscaped complex of office, hotel, apartment, shopping and entertainment facilities," architect Becket stated, adding that "wide use will be made of open spaces, glass, color and texture."

Not only is the master plan for Cullen Center unique, but new construction methods are being used for the first time in the erection of the development's first two increments.

In the construction of the 500 Jefferson Building, specially-designed precast concrete exposed aggregate frames, which were applied pre-glazed to the steel frame and form both the exterior and interior walls, were installed with new speed and ease to the high-rise structure.

The dramatically-different $12 million edifice sets the pace for the entire development. The office building and its adjacent four-level parking structure occupy a full block in the Cullen development, in an open, airy, parklike setting. The 423,400 sq. ft. steel frame 500 Jefferson Building will complement the 12-story Hotel America located across the street.

Turning away from the cold, rigid symmetry so common in many of today's skyscraper developments, the hotel will reflect the façade of the office building. Like the office structure, it will contain an open, landscaped plaza on the ground level, shops and services on the second, or concourse, level, and a completely new and refreshing tower treatment."

"Cullen Center represents a glimpse of the downtown of the future," architect Becket said, "and it will be characterized by the end of the skyscraper canyons, creation of welcome open space, inviting walkways, pedestrian malls and, of prime importance, complete separation of vehicular and pedestrian traffic."

The landscaped grounds, centering around Cullen Plaza, an enhancing, inviting area devoted to formal gardens, statuary, and lighted fountains, adds a human touch.

BUILDERS have transformed the face of the earth, have labored hard that mankind might labor easier, have wrought the miracle that, despite sowing the less, man might reap more.

NEITHER poetry nor law survives in a wasteland, they follow in the trail of those who build. From wigwam to atom, America is the Builder's will and testament. It is their achievement and their pledge to future greatness.

THROUGH the working together of your contractor, subcontractors and material suppliers, the office or factory become a tool for working, as the home a tool for living and the school a tool for the education of the young.
The best ideas are more exciting in concrete

Decorative patterns in concrete give unity and beauty to new medical center!

Hospital, clinic, school, research laboratory—the many activities of the new Stanford Medical Center require 7 separate buildings. To bring this complex into one harmonious whole, ingenious use has been made of modern concrete. Precast grilles provide a strong light-and-shadow pattern over large areas. They also set a design theme which is repeated in bold relief on other concrete surfaces throughout the Center. The elegant beauty achieved gives dramatic evidence of concrete’s esthetic versatility and its structural advantages. Today, more than one architect is acquiring a reputation through the creative uses of modern concrete.
FRANK BRIGTSEN, INC.

Face Brick
Common Brick

711 Williams Blvd.
P.O. Box 563
Phones: 721-4439 or 721-3634
Kenner, Louisiana

UN. 1-1421

"For Building Needs DIXIE Leads"
8201 Fig Street — P.O. Box 4310
New Orleans 18, Louisiana

NEON, PLASTIC, and Porcelain ENAMEL SIGNS

A complete Design Service—

We are happy to cooperate with Architects and Engineers to provide maximum service for the client at minimum cost.

RESIDENTIAL AND INCOME PROPERTY
MORTGAGE LOANS
F. H. A. - G. I. Terms
75% Conventional at Low Interest Rates

INDUSTRIAL SIGNS INC.
401 NORTH ROMAN • Telephone 529-7355
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
SAVE TIME  SAVE MONEY
Use Precision Built Roof Trusses
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL
R. F. "DICK" Mestayer
LUMBER CO., INC.
533 LAFITTE STREET
JA 5-6285
NEW ORLEANS 16, LOUISIANA

J. WILTON JONES CO.
Established 1894
WHOLESALE ONLY
• SHEET METAL PRODUCTS
• HARDWARE SPECIALTIES
31 TCHOUPI TOULAS ST.
JA 5-0471
Warehouse at Baton Rouge and Lafayette
NEW ORLEANS, L.A.

WORK AREAS:
by professional office
designers for distinctiveness
planned by experienced
equipment engineers for
efficiency

A. G. SIEGEL
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
4136 Jefferson Highway
VE 831-1386
New Orleans 21, Louisiana

ROUBION
Tile & Marble Company
• CERAMIC TILE • MARBLE
• VINYL TILE • CARPETING
INDUSTRIAL TILE FLOORS
1128 DUBLIN STREET
PHONE 866-2323
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

A.I.A. Standard Contract Forms are now being stocked at the Louisiana Architects Association headquarters. Order your A.I.A. forms from the Louisiana Architects Association, 2nd floor, Capitol House Hotel, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. All orders filled on the same day the request is received, for prompt service. Copies of "Recommended Standards of Architectural Service and Practice," as officially adopted by the L.A.A. are also available at twenty-five cents per copy.
ARCHITECTURAL MILLWORK AND FIXTURES

Bernard LUMBER COMPANY, INC.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., P.O. BOX 19408

TOP QUALITY MILLWORK — ARCHITECTURAL FIXTURES — CONSTRUCTION LUMBER — WHITEHALL & BRA
DOM KITCHENS — ARCHITECTURAL FORMICA WORK — PLASTI-CLAD DOORS — PANI-FLEX- FOLDING DO
UNITS — TABLES — BARS — PANELLING
7833 Edinburgh Street NEW ORLEANS 19, LOUISIANA
HU 8-0814

Jos. J. Bindewald, Inc.
Plumbing - Heating - Air Conditionin
SERVICE • REPAIRS • MAINTENANCE
Mechanical Contractor
5851 Gentilly Road
Box 705, Route 4 New Orleans, La.
WHitehall 7-1105-4

When you specify
Architectural Porcelain
by Industrial Enameling you get these Plus Values
• FIELD ENGINEERING SERVICE
• ERECTION SERVICE
• COMPLETE ENGINEERING STAFF
• MANUFACTURING AND FABRICATION
• DIRECT FACTORY DELIVERY
INDUSTRIAL ENAMELING DIVISION

3233 Magazine Street TWinbrook 1-6311
New Orleans, La.

POLES, PILING, CROSSTIES, CROSSARMS,
FENCE POSTS, LUMBER — PRESSURE-
TREATED WITH CRESOSOTE, CRESOSOTE-
COAL TAR OR PENTACHLOROPHENOL
AMERICAN CREOSOTE WORKS, INC.
“Built on 61 years’ experience”
1305 Dublin St., New Orleans
Other sales offices: Jackson, Tenn. • Pensacola, Fla.
Chicago, Ill. • Houston, Texas • Tulsa, Okla.
Plants: Slidell and Winnfield, La. • Louisville, Miss.
Jackson, Tenn. • Pensacola, Fla.

BEST ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
Electrical Contracting
Motor Rewinding and Repairs

747-51 SO. RAMPART STREET
NEW ORLEANS 12, U.S.A.
DELTA MORTGAGE CORPORATION
DOUGLAS L. BLACK, President
HARRY A. CREAGAN, Vice President
CLAUDE E. MEYER, Vice Pres. & Secty.
EMMETT ST. GERMAIN, Vice President
802 Perdido Street New Orleans 12, La.
Telephone 523-6221
COMMERCIAL — INSTITUTIONAL — RESIDENTIAL FINANCING

AMERICAN ELEVATOR & ELECTRIC CO., INC.
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT ELEVATORS
311 GRAVIER STREET
NEW ORLEANS

C. R. BRANDON COMPANY
"SCREENING THE GULF AREA SINCE 1920"
421 So. Salcedo St.
HU 2-6921
New Orleans 19, La.

SEAL WET WEATHER OUT
Distributed By
SOUTHEAST DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
3914 HOWARD AVE. TEL. 822-1684
A Complete Waterproofing Service Firm

Every Drafting Room Needs
Rotolite
FOR MODERN COPYING

For low-cost, on-the-job, blueline prints, black-lines, sepias, foils! Dial control. Thermomatic rotary developing unit!

BLOUNT & COMPANY
806 Perdido Street Phone 523-5649
New Orleans, Louisiana

frank lotz miller, a.p.a.
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Member of Architectural Photographers Association

SEAL WET WEATHER OUT
Distributed By
SOUTHEAST DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
3914 HOWARD AVE. TEL. 822-1684
A Complete Waterproofing Service Firm

Every Drafting Room Needs
Rotolite
FOR MODERN COPYING

For low-cost, on-the-job, blueline prints, black-lines, sepias, foils! Dial control. Thermomatic rotary developing unit!

BLOUNT & COMPANY
806 Perdido Street Phone 523-5649
New Orleans, Louisiana

frank lotz miller, a.p.a.
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Member of Architectural Photographers Association

115 WASHINGTON AVE.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

INSURANCE AND BONDS
OF ALL KINDS

GEORGE E. MARTIN
EDWARD F. LeBRETON, JR.

Martin-LeBreton
INSURANCE AGENCY
312 Carondelet J.Ackson 5-9936
Near Gravier
Factory Distributors
AIRTEMP DIV., CHRYSLER CORP.
711 MAGNOLIA STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
JA 2-4419

EKCO DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Distributors of
WOOD
FOLDING
DOORS &
PARTITIONS
and
OTHER TOP QUALITY BUILDING SPECIALTIES
4102 ST. CLAUDE AVE.
NEW ORLEANS 17, LOUISIANA

Brick and Stone Center, Inc.
401 N. Jeff Davis Pky.
New Orleans 19, La.

Avegno & company incorporated
• bonds
• insurance
512 whitney building
new orleans 12, louisiana

LOUISIANA BLUE PRINT INC.
Blue Prints
Direct Prints
Photostats — Films
Superstats
940 PERDIDO STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

ALBERT D. HULSE CO., INC.
439 POYDRAS STREET
NEW ORLEANS 12, LA.
JA 5-1206

• THOMPSON'S WATER SEAL
• W. R. MEADOWS LINERS
SERVING ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS & CONTRACTORS
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NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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NEW ORLEANS 12, LA.
JA 5-1206

• THOMPSON'S WATER SEAL
• W. R. MEADOWS LINERS
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DIXON PLYWOOD CORP.
Manufacturers
DIXON PLANK

PREFINISHED WOOD PANELLING
Visit Our Show Rooms
40 Earhart Blvd.  Tel. 822-0446
New Orleans 25, Louisiana

DIXON PLYWOOD CORP.
Manufacturers
DIXON PLANK

PREFINISHED WOOD PANELLING
Visit Our Show Rooms
40 Earhart Blvd.  Tel. 822-0446
New Orleans 25, Louisiana

ELEVATORS — ESCALATORS
DUMBWAITERS — SPEEDWALKS
ELECTRIC AND OIL HYDRAULIC
THROUGHOUT LOUISIANA BY
Gulf States Elevator Corp.
Main Office: 715 CAMP STREET
NEW ORLEANS 2-2758

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE UNITS

ALATEX

PACKAGING PRODUCTS INC.

4516 D'HEMISCOURT ST.
Telephone HUNT 8-4463

R. K. ROTHROCK, INC.

PACKAGE SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS
SCHOOLS — HOSPITALS — INDUSTRIES
SHOPPING CENTERS — SUBDIVISIONS

SINCE 1921 — QUALITY EQUIPMENT

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

P.O. BOX 5377  PHONE 895-0665

PRICE ALONE DOES NOT DETERMINE THE VALUE OF A PRODUCT

Our jobs are based upon furnishing materials of the finest quality, fabricated to exacting tolerances by workmen experienced in quality construction.

A good reputation can't be purchased; it must be earned. We of Alumaglass realize this. That's why throughout our business life we have constantly endeavored to make each year always better in terms of customer service and product selection. Our field installation and maintenance service matches our product quality.

"Specify the Best — Insist on it — Don't Settle for Less"